
15 Verhoeff , Oude Nederlandse maten en gewichten.

APPENDIX D

WHEAT PRICES

1. Holland wheat price series

Nature of the prices

Prices in this appendix are unweighted annual averages calculated over 
the accounting year used in the accounts. In addition, for Leeuwenhorst 
Abbey a conversion to the accounting year used by the Catharinagasthuis 
has been compiled. Th e original prices are in groot per achtendeel, the 
converted  prices in grams of silver per hectolitre. All prices are net 
prices, without freight or impositions—both of which are sometimes 
recorded separately in the accounts.

Units of volume

Th e modern equivalents of the medieval units of volume used for the 
conversion to grams of silver per hectolitre are based on the data col-
lected by J.M. Verhoeff .15 Where Verhoeff  gives more than one inter-
pretation, the fi gure he notes as ‘anno 1572’ has been used. As Verhoeff  
explains in his introduction, almost all fi gures are based on late 18th-
century measurings; their reliability for the Middle Ages is therefore 
uncertain. Th e following units have been used:

Delft : 1 achtendeel of 34.6 litres;
 1 zak of 3 achtendeel or 103.8 litres;
 1 hoed of 32 achtendeel or 1107.2 litres.
Leiden: 1 achtendeel of 34.2 litres;
 1 zak of 2 achtendeel or 68.4 litres;
 1 hoed of 32 achtendeel or 1094.4 litres.
Haarlem: 1 achtendeel of 36.3 litres;
 1 hoed of 32 achtendeel or 1161.6 litres.

Currencies

In the accounts prices are in a variety of currencies, both Holland 
and foreign. Th ese have all been converted to the Holland groot as a 
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16 Th e standard work on monetary policy in this period is Grolle, Muntslag. For an 
older, shorter, but in some respects more illuminating survey: De Boer, Graaf en 
grafi ek, 176–187.

17 Grolle, Muntslag, 223.
18 De Boer, Graaf en grafi ek, 184.
19 Marsilje, Het fi nanciële beleid van Leiden, 214–222.

common denominator. Th e conversion of English, Flemish and Bra-
bant currencies to silver used in the calculations is mainly based on the 
nominal values of each of these currencies (for the sources see the 
footnotes in section 8.3). However, for Holland this was not an option. 
In the late 14th and early 15th century the value of Holland currency 
was extremely unstable: frequent depreciations alternated with drastic 
revaluations.16 Th e nominal rates of the consecutive issues of the groot 
collected by J.J. Grolle give the offi  cial value at the moments of revalu-
ation, but do not refl ect the very considerable changes during the peri-
ods of depreciation in between.17 Th erefore, in the calculations of the 
price of wheat in grams of silver per hectolitre until the year 1433/34 
the conversion of the groot into silver has been based on:

– Th e offi  cial rates given by Grolle for the moments of revaluation;
– In between, for the years for which prices are available: estimates 

based, if possible, on the changes in the exchange rate of the groot to 
the old French écu (oude schild) (indicated in italics in the table 
below). Th e exchange rates were taken from:
– Th e accounts of Egmond Abbey (published by Hof and origi-

nals) and the comital accounts (rates published by De Boer)18 for 
the years 1387/88 to 1391/92;

– Th e accounts of the Catharinagasthuis (rates published by 
J.W. Marsilje),19 with a few additions from the original accounts.

Th e French écu was a relatively stable golden coinage in common use 
in Holland; so were the English noble and the Rhineland guilder, but 
the accounts mention exchange rates to the French écu most frequently. 
When no exchange rates were available, the silver value of the groot has 
been estimated by interpolation; between 1430/31 and 1433/43 it has 
been kept constant because there was no relevant information 
available.
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Th is results in the following values of the Holland groot:

Year Silver value of 
Holland groot

Remarks Exchange rate of 
groot to old French 
écu

1387–1388 1.00 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

44/48 
(comital accounts)

1388–1389 0.95 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

45/52 
(comital accounts)

1389–1390 1.06 nominal value aft er revaluation 
(Grolle)

42/45 
(comital accounts)

1390–1391 0.98 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

44 (Egmond)

1391–1392 0.90 interpolation
1392–1393 0.82 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
52 (Egmond)
58 (Cath.gh.)

1393–1394
1394–1395 0.997 nominal value aft er revaluation 

(Grolle)
47/48 (Cath. gh.)

1395–1396
1396–1397 1.04 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
45.5 (Cath.gh.)

1397–1398 1.04 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

45.5 (Cath.gh.)

1398–1399 0.99 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

48 (Cath.gh.)

1399–1400
1400–1401
1401–1402 0.80 nominal value aft er revaluation 

(Grolle)
50 (Cath.gh.; aft er 
revaluation)

1402–1403 0.80 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

50 (Cath.gh.)

1403–1404 0.80 as in 1402/03 50/52 (Cath.gh.)
1404–1405 0.75 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
50/57 (Cath.gh.)

1405–1406 0.59 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

67.5 (Cath.gh.)

1406–1407 0.59 as in 1405/06 68.25 (Cath.gh.)
1407–1408
1408–1409
1409–1410
1410–1411 0.82 as in 1411/12
1411–1412 0.82 nominal value aft er revaluation 

(Grolle, groot = 4/3 leeuw).
45.5 (Cath.gh.)

(Continued)
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From 1434/35 onwards, that is aft er the unifi cation of the Flemish, 
Brabant and Holland currency by Duke Philip the Good, currency 
more or less stabilised. For these years the value of the groot has been 
based on the nominal values collected by Van der Wee and Aerts.20

Year Silver value of 
Holland groot

Remarks Exchange rate of 
groot to old French 
écu

1412–1413 0.82 as in 1411/12
1413–1414 0.82 as in 1411/12 45.5/52 (Cath.gh.)
1414–1415 0.72 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
52 (Cath.gh.)

1415–1416 0.72 as in 1414/15 52 (Cath.gh.)
1416–1417 0.66 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
56 (Cath.gh.)

1417–1418 0.66 as in 1416/17 56 (Cath.gh.)
1418–1419 0.59 interpolation
1419–1420 0.52 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
72 (Cath.gh.)

1420–1421 0.44 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

84 (Cath.gh.)

1421–1422 0.44 as in 1420/21
1422–1423 0.61 nominal value aft er revaluation 

(Grolle)
1423–1424 0.70 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
72 (Cath.gh.)

1424–1425 0.63 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

80 (Cath.gh.)

1425–1426 0.60 interpolation
1426–1427 0.57 estimate based on rate to old 

French écu
88 (Cath.gh.)

1427–1428 0.56 estimate based on rate to old 
French écu

90 (Cath.gh.)

1428–1429 0.56 as in 1427/28
1429–1430 0.75 nominal value aft er revaluation 

(Grolle)
1430–1431 0.75 as in 1429/30
1431–1432 0.75 as in 1429/30
1432–1433 0.75 as in 1429/30 67 (Cath.gh.)
1433–1434 0.75 as in 1429/30

20 Van der Wee and Aerts, ‘Vlaams-Brabantse muntgeschiedenis’, 85.

(Cont.)
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21 I am grateful to Chris Hanselaar, who allowed me to use the data for the grain 
purchases by Egmond Abbey that he collected from the Abbey’s archives.

22 Hof, Egmondse kloosterrekeningen, 48, 55, 101, 102, 132; Noord-Hollands Archief, 
Archief van de abdij van Egmond, inv. no. 798, f 82 and 91v.

Th e use of a method of conversion for the Holland currency that is 
diff erent from the methods used for the neighbouring regions has 
obvious disadvantages, but the alternative—using only nominal values 
in a situation of extreme instability—is even less attractive.

1.1 Egmond Abbey 1387/88–1391/9221

Sources

Wheat prices for the fi rst three years have been taken from the edition 
of the accounts (clearances between the abbot and his stewards) pub-
lished by J. Hof. Prices for the last two years have been collected from 
the original accounts.22 Th e abbot’s accounts between 1393 and 1403 
do not render any wheat prices; the accounts aft er 1403 have not been 
preserved.

Year of account

Th e year of account began and ended at St. Donatian (August 7) in the 
fi rst three years of the series and at St. Michael (September 29) at the 
last two years. Entries are usually dated.

Units

Purchases are noted per achtendeel (probably the Haarlem achtendeel 
of 36.3 litres) or per hoed of 32 achtendeel.

Currency

Prices in the accounts are in d, s and lb. comans payment (i.e.: lb. Holl. 
of 30 groten per lb.).

Location and sellers

When the location of the purchases is mentioned, it is usually Haarlem, 
once Alkmaar. In Haarlem the Abbey probably did business with a 
number of merchants, most frequently with a man named Claes 
Ketelaer.
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23 Posthumus, Nederlandse prijsgeschiedenis II, 445–457, column 160; Regionaal 
Archief Leiden, Archieven van de gasthuizen, inv. no. 334–342 to 334–345 (in the 
notes as RAL AG). Inv. no. 334–341 (the account over the year 1392/93) is not availa-
ble for study because of severe damage.

Volumes and frequency

Egmond Abbey bought on average 50 achtendeel of wheat per year, in 
two to three transactions.

Annual average wheat prices

Year  Price 

 Original Converted
 (in groot per achtendeel) (in grams of silver per hectolitre)

1387/88 13 34.38017
1388/89 12.79 33.82479
1389/90 11.63 33.96088
1390/91 15 40.43229
1391/92 12.80 31.62704

1.2 Catharinagasthuis Leiden, 1392/93–1439/40

Sources

Th e Catharinagasthuis price series have been published by 
N.W. Posthumus. Th e published prices (all average annual prices) 
between 1394/95 and 1439/40 have been checked against the originals. 
Th e series continues till the late 18th century.23 Checking the original 
accounts has led to several corrections of and additions to the prices 
published by Posthumus. In the following cases the diff erence was 
more than 5%:

– 1401/02: in the course of this year a revaluation of the groot took 
place. Th e new groot was worth 33% more than the old groot. Instead 
of converting all prices to either the new or the old currency, 
Posthumus bases his annual average on a mix of both.

– 1404/05 and 1405/06: Posthumus has only prices for 1405/06. He 
obviously missed one account, which may have been due to the fact 
that the account over 1405/06 has been incorrectly identifi ed and 
marked as ‘1404’ by a modern archivist. However, the average given 
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by Posthumus for 1405/06 does not match the data from the origi-
nal accounts for 1404/05 or 1405/06. Th e reason is unclear.

– 1412/13 and 1413/14: for no apparent reason Posthumus gives no 
wheat prices for these years (although he does give them for the 
other grains).

– 1417/18 and 1420/21: the annual averages given by Posthumus are 
too low. He probably confused, at some point, groten and lichte 
groten, which can easily happen unless the price per unit is consist-
ently checked with the sum in d, s and lb. Th e value of the lichte 
groot is 2/3 of that of the (regular) groot.

– 1424/25 and 1425/26: the annual averages given by Posthumus are 
much too high. He probably did not realise that the leeuwen in these 
accounts had, from their previous value of 2 groot, by this time 
devaluated to 4/3 groot, although the accounts do state this new 
value quite clearly.

– 1432/33: the annual average given by Posthumus is too high. Partly 
this may be due to a mistaken identifi cation, in the case of a pur-
chase made in Delft , of the zak with the Leiden zak of 2 achtendeel 
instead of the Delft  zak of 3 achtendeel; the remainder of the diff er-
ence cannot be accounted for.

– 1434/35: the annual average given by Posthumus is far too high. 
Again this may partly be due to the failure to distinguish the Delft  
zak from the Leiden zak. In addition, in the course of this year 
Philip of Burgundy issued a new, unifi ed currency for the Low 
Countries. Th is implied a revaluation of the groot: the value of the 
new groot was 43% higher than that of the old groot. As in 1401/02, 
Posthumus probably did not convert all prices to either the old or 
the new groot, but based his annual average on a mix of both.

– 1435/36 and 1436/37: the annual average given by Posthumus is too 
high, probably due to the failure to distinguish the Delft  zak from 
the Leiden zak.

Year of account

Th e year of account began and ended at St. Peter ad Cathedram 
(February 22) or on the day before.

Units

Purchases are usually noted per achtendeel or per hoed of 32 achten-
deel. Th e achtendeel is normally the Leiden achtendeel of 34.2 litres, 
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but  for purchases made in Delft  (see below) it is probably the Delft  
achtendeel of 34.6 litres. Since the diff erence is small, it has been ignored 
here: all prices have been calculated on the basis of an achtendeel of 
34.2 litres. Some purchases at the end of the period were recorded per 
zak: in 1415/16 this is probably the Leiden zak of 2 achtendeel, but in 
1422, 1432/33 and 1435 it is most likely the Delft  zak of 3 achtendeel 
(judging from the location of the transaction and also from the price).

Currency

In the accounts prices per unit are in all kinds of currencies in com-
mon use: until 1410 usually in groten (of 8d), then mostly in botdragers 
(until 1416), lichte groten (until 1420), leeuwen (1421), botgens (until 
1423), again leeuwen (until 1425), tuinen (until 1427), then aft er a gap 
of fi ve years kromstaarten (1432 and 1433) and from 1434 onwards 
groten again. Th e totals are always in d, s and lb. Holl. (comans pay-
ment). All prices have been converted to groten (comans payment) per 
achtendeel (whereas Posthumus gives groten per zak of 2 achtendeel). 
In the years 1401/1402 and 1434/35 a revaluation took place in the 
course of the year; the accounts render the prices for the fi rst part of 
the year according to the old value of the groot and the prices for the 
second part of the year according to the new value. Here all prices in 
these years have been converted to the new value.

Location and sellers

Until the late 1420s almost all purchases were made in Leiden. Except 
in the few cases when wheat was bought on the weekly market (op die 
grote brugghe or op die marct), the hospital accounts almost always 
mention the sellers. In many cases they can be identifi ed as Leiden 
cornmongers and members of the Leiden elite; some of them were also 
members of the hospital board. Other merchants came from Gouda or 
Schoonhoven, or occasionally from the northern part of Holland. 
Aft er 1430 the hospital also purchased wheat from what were presum-
ably farmers from the villages of Poeldijk and Rijswijk in the wheat-
growing region west of Delft , or in the town of Delft  itself.

Volumes and frequency

In the 1390s the hospital on average bought 75 achtendeel of wheat per 
year; in the 1430s this had increased to over 300 achtendeel (100 hecto-
litres). In some years, for instance in the 1390s, in 1415/16 and in 
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1416/17, only a few wheat transactions have been recorded. In these 
cases a servant was regularly sent out to fetch small quantities of grain 
on credit; the bill, based on an average price over the entire period 
(‘overhoeft ’) was settled once or twice a year. In other years the number 
of transactions is much higher: in 1404/05 and 1405/06, for instance, 
12 purchases per year were recorded, in 1432/33 the total was 20 pur-
chases. Because the entries are usually not dated, it is not clear if wheat 
purchases were distributed evenly over the year.

Annual average wheat prices

Year  Price 

 Original Converted
 (in groot per achtendeel) (in grams of silver per hectolitre)

1392–1393 11 26.37427
1393–1394  
1394–1395 9 26.23684
1395–1396  
1396–1397 11.83 36.00278
1397–1398 11.75 35.75931
1398–1399 10.33 29.80038
1399–1400  
1400–1401  
1401–1402 13.57 31.74269
1402–1403 15.59 36.46784
1403–1404 11.71 27.39181
1404–1405 9.54 20.85588
1405–1406 13.64 23.63439
1406–1407 13.63 23.61707
1407–1408  
1408–1409  
1409–1410  
1410–1411  
1411–1412 9.15 21.87171
1412–1413 9.31 22.25417
1413–1414 10.39 24.83575
1414–1415 12.67 26.50003
1415–1416 11.62 24.30389
1416–1417 19.22 37.32832
1417–1418 15.28 29.67621
1418–1419 15 25.89547
1419–1420 14.08 21.26881
1420–1421 15.83 20.49626
1421–1422 28.48 36.87515

(Continued)
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24 De Moor, Lonen en prijzen, 160–164, or http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/leeuwenhorst/
grainproducts.xls; Nationaal Archief, Archief Abdij van Leeuwenhorst, inv. nos. 18 to 
38 (in the notes as NA AAL).

Year  Price 

 Original Converted
 (in groot per achtendeel) (in grams of silver per hectolitre)

1422–1423 15.29 27.27164
1423–1424 16.64 33.95712
1424–1425 18.68 34.30811
1425–1426 19.86 34.81736
1426–1427 22.29 37.21666
1427–1428 22.27 36.35697
1428–1429  
1429–1430  
1430–1431  
1431–1432  
1432–1433 10.85 23.79386
1433–1434  
1434–1435 17.8 42.38170
1435–1436 9.54 22.71468
1436–1437 10.25 24.40519
1437–1438  
1438–1439  
1439–1440 25.71 61.21536

1.3 Leeuwenhorst Abbey, Noordwijkerhout, 
1410/11–1439/40

Sources

Th e price series of Leeuwenhorst Abbey have been published by 
Geertruida de Moor. Th ey are also available on the internet. Th e prices 
between 1410/11 and 1439/40 have been checked against the origi-
nals.24 Th e series continues until 1570/71. Checking the original 
accounts has led to several corrections of and additions to De Moor’s 
annual fi gures. In the following cases the diff erence was more than 5%:

– 1410/11 and 1412/13: for these years the accounts render the prices 
in licht geld. However, while for the years 1414/15 to 1418/19 
De Moor correctly converts all prices from licht geld to comans 
payment by multiplying with 2/3, she fails to do so for the years 

(Cont.)
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1410/11 tot 1412/13. Th erefore her annual averages for these two 
years are much too high.

– 1417/18, 1425/26, 1429/1430: De Moor’s annual averages are too 
high; the reason is unclear.

– 1430/31: De Moor’s annual average is too low: the reason is unclear.
– 1434/35: in the course of this year Philip of Burgundy issued a 

new, unifi ed currency for the Low Countries. Th is implied a revalu-
ation of the groot: the value of the new groot was 43% higher than 
that of the old one. Instead of converting all prices to either the new 
or the old currency, De Moor bases her annual average on a mix of 
both.

– 1437/38, 1438/39, 1439/40: De Moor’s annual averages bear no rela-
tion at all to the prices in the original accounts. Th e reason is most 
likely a copying or editing mistake: the fi gures for 1433/34 to 
1436/37 have mistakenly been noted a second time, for the years 
1437/38 to 1440/41. As a consequence, De Moor’s series completely 
miss the price peak in the years 1437/38 and 1438/39.

Year of account

Th e year of account began in August and ended in July.

Units

Purchases are usually noted per achtendeel or per hoed of 32 achten-
deel. Th e achtendeel is probably either the Leiden achtendeel of 34.2 
litres or the Delft  achtendeel of 34.6 litres. Since the diff erence small, 
it has been ignored here: all prices have been calculated on the basis 
of an achtendeel of 34.2 litres. Several purchases were recorded per zak, 
which is according to the accounts equal to 3 achtendeel.

Currency

In the accounts prices per unit are in all kinds of currencies: between 
1410/11 and 1420/21 in schellingen and denieren, from 1424/25 to 
1427/28 mainly in tuinen or leeuwen, in 1429/30 mostly in krom-
staarten and from 1430/31 onwards mainly in groten. Th e totals are 
always in d, s and lb Hollands; until 1418/19 these are in licht geld and 
from 1420/21 onwards in comans payment (the value of licht geld is 2/3 
of the value of comans payment). All prices have been converted to 
groten (comans payment) per achtendeel (whereas De Moor gives 
denieren per achtendeel).
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In the year 1434/35 a revaluation took place in the course of the 
year; the accounts render the prices for the fi rst part of the year accord-
ing to the old value of the groot and the prices for the second part of the 
year according to the new value. Here all prices in this year have been 
converted to the new value.

Location and sellers

Except for some of the purchases made at the weekly market in Delft  
or Leiden, the Abbey’s accounts almost always mention the sellers. 
Purchases were made from merchants in Leiden, Delft  and from sev-
eral villages in the region, occasionally from merchants from Gouda or 
from Th e Hague, and frequently from what were presumably farmers 
from the villages of Poeldijk, Wateringen, Maasland, Monster or De 
Lier in the wheat-growing region west of Delft . Some of these farmers 
were probably renting land from the Abbey.

Volumes and frequency

Leeuwenhorst Abbey bought between 800 and 1100 achtendeel per 
year at fi rst. Later the volumes were reduced to between 500 and 800. 
In all years several wheat transactions were recorded. Th e minimum is 
10 purchases (in 1425/26 and 1426/27), the maximum 45 purchases 
(in 1437/38). Until 1430/31 most entries are dated. Although wheat 
purchases took place throughout the year, most wheat was bought in 
autumn and winter.

Annual average wheat prices

Year Price original accounting year 
(August-July)

Price for accounting year of 
Catharinagasthuis (Feb 22-Feb 22)

Original 
(in groot per 
achtendeel)

Converted 
(in grams of silver 
per hectolitre)

Original 
(in groot per 
achtendeel)

Converted 
(in grams of silver 
per hectolitre)

1410–1411 10.2 24.38158 11.45 27.36952
1411–1412  8.2 19.60088
1412–1413 10.22 24.42939 10.24 24.47719
1413–1414 10.33 24.69232
1414–1415 10.09 21.10381 10.22 21.37571
1415–1416 10 20.91557
1416–1417 18.58 36.08533 17.77 34.51218
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2. Utrecht wheat prices

Sources

Large numbers of medieval Utrecht price data have been published 
by Posthumus. Here only two of the seven grain price series col-
lected  by Posthumus have been used. Th e most important is the 
wheat price series of the chapter of the Utrecht Dom, available (with 
several lacunae) from the year 1394 onward.25 At some point during 
the 13th century the Dom chapter began granting its canons a monthly 

Year Price original accounting year 
(August-July)

Price for accounting year of 
Catharinagasthuis (Feb 22-Feb 22)

Original 
(in groot per 
achtendeel)

Converted 
(in grams of silver 
per hectolitre)

Original 
(in groot per 
achtendeel)

Converted 
(in grams of silver 
per hectolitre)

1417–1418 11.48 22.29600 15.64 30.37538
1418–1419 15.69 27.08666 14.13 24.39353
1419–1420 14.57 22.00899
1420–1421 19.66 25.45524 18.89 24.45827
1421–1422 23.5 30.42717
1422–1423
1423–1424
1424–1425 20.18 37.06305 19.76 36.29167
1425–1426 19.6 34.36154 20.2 35.41343
1426–1427 20.4 34.06100 19.57 32.67519
1427–1428 21.62 35.29581 22.57 36.84673
1428–1429 19.5 31.83480
1429–1430 14.61 32.03947 15.66 34.34211
1430–1431 15.92 34.91228 14.94 32.76316
1431–1432 13.22 28.99123
1432–1433 19.21 42.12719
1433–1434 17.48 38.33333
1434–1435 10.6 25.23854
1435–1436 9.66 23.00040
1436–1437 12.5 29.76243
1437–1438 32.7 77.85851
1438–1439 35.77 85.16816
1439–1440 16.17 38.50068

25 Posthumus, Nederlandse prijsgeschiedenis II, 70 ff . column 28a.

(Cont.)
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26 Ibid.Nederlandse prijsgeschiedenis II, 41; cf. Sillem, ‘Tabellen van marktprijzen en 
granen te Utrecht’, 3–5, for a more detailed explanation of the origins of these taxa-
tiones bladorum.

27 Posthumus, Nederlandse prijsgeschiedenis II, 217 ff . column 89.
28 Ibid.Nederlandse prijsgeschiedenis II, 226.
29 For a—not always very clear—survey of Utrecht’s monetary history: Ibid., 12–30.

allowance in money instead of expecting them to join collective meals. 
In order to set the appropriate level of the allowance, monthly or 
weekly grain prices at the local market were systematically registered.26 
For the 15th century monthly prices are available for only a few years. 
However, the annual prices that have been based on the taxationes 
bladorum are available for much of the century, with some omissions 
for one to three years and a rather large gap between 1451 and 1459. 
Th ey can be considered reliable refl ections of the unweighted average 
annual wheat price in Utrecht.

Prices for the decades between 1370 and 1394 and for some lacunae 
in the early years the Dom chapter prices have been supplemented 
from the wheat price series of the chapter of St. John, which covers the 
years between 1370 and 1406.27 Information on the origin of these 
prices is more scarce, but Posthumus assumes St. John’s used a method 
similar to the Dom chapter.28 Th e other price series either begin (much) 
later or are based on less reliable sources and have therefore not been 
used.

Year of accounting

Th e Utrecht year of accounting begins and ends at St. Remigius 
(October 1).

Unit of volume

Th e unit of volume used in the Utrecht series is the modius or mud, 
which equals 120.4 litres.

Currency

Utrecht had its own currency, which was originally closely linked to 
Rhineland coinage; from the 14th century onwards the infl uence of 
monetary developments in Holland on Utrecht currency continued to 
grow. Th e value of the Utrecht currency depreciated rapidly from the 
early 15th century onwards.29 Th e basic unit of the Utrecht currency 
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30 Spuff ord, ‘Currency exchanges (from Handbook of medieval exchange)’.
31 Posthumus, Nederlandse prijsgeschiedenis II, 23–27.
32 Metz, Geld, Währung und Preisentwicklung, 345.

was at fi rst the plak, aft er 1390 the albus or witte, and from 1466 
onwards the stuiver of 12 albi. Each of the Dom chapters used their 
own currency of accounting, but in his edition of Utrecht prices 
Posthumus converted all prices to plakken, albi and stuivers.

Th ese prices have been converted to grams of silver as follows. 
According to the exchange rates of the Utrecht currency to the Rhine-
land guilder published by Peter Spuff ord, prices have fi rst been con-
verted to Rhineland guilders, with some interpolations to fi ll in the gaps 
(in italics in the table below). Spuff ord based these rates on the data 
collected by Ten Haeff  and Enno van Gelder from the accounts of the 
construction of the Utrecht Dom church.30 Since these accounts begin 
in 1395, no exchange rates are available before that year. As a conse-
quence, for the years 1387 to 1394 the value of the plak/albus had to be 
extrapolated with the aid of the changing exchange rates to the French 
écu collected by Posthumus (also in italics in the table).31 Subsequently 
all prices in Rhineland guilders have been converted to prices in grams 
of silver with the aid of the offi  cial silver values of the Rhineland guil-
der published by Rainer Metz, collected from the ordinances.32 Metz 
also collected very detailed data on the actual silver content of the 
Cologne albus and its (changing) rate to the Rhineland guilder, but 
although this method no doubt off ers a much better approximation of 
the actual value of the Rhineland guilder in Cologne, it is not at all 
certain that it refl ects the value of the Rhineland guilder in Utrecht 
with the same accuracy. Th erefore this dataset has not been used here.

Silver value of the Utrecht albus and average annual wheat prices

Year Silver value of Utrecht 
albus (in italics: intra- 
and extrapolations)

Original wheat price 
(in plakken (until 1390) 
or albi (aft er 1390) 
per modius)

Converted wheat 
price (in grams of 
silver per hectolitre)

1387/88 1.05404 38.00 33.26699
1388/89 0.92755 35.15 27.07933
1389/90 0.82817 27.27 18.75771
1390/91 0.77296 32.67 20.97396
1391/92 0.77296 43.00 27.60577
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Year Silver value of Utrecht 
albus (in italics: intra- 
and extrapolations)

Original wheat price 
(in plakken (until 1390) 
or albi (aft er 1390) 
per modius)

Converted wheat 
price (in grams of 
silver per hectolitre)

1392/93 0.71350 32.87 19.47910
1393/94 0.71350 43 25.09615
1394/95 0.70269 40.07 23.38611
1395/96 0.70269 54.6 31.86628
1396/97 0.70269 62 36.18515
1397/98 0.70269 46 26.84705
1398/99 0.68481 40 22.75109
1399/1400 0.69824 56 32.47606
1400/01 0.69824 65 37.69543
1401/02 0.69824 72 41.75493
1402/03 0.65944 74.5 40.80449
1403/04 0.64037 42.5 22.60444
1404/05 0.62873 51.78 27.03945
1405/06 0.62873 51.88 27.09167
1406/07 0.62873 66.67 34.81499
1407/08 0.62873 80.88 42.23543
1408/09 0.62306 99.03 51.24745
1409/10 0.62306 80.25 41.52891
1410/11 0.62306 54.56 28.23449
1411/12 0.62306 58.5 30.27341
1412/13 0.61750 67.63 34.68565
1413/14 0.61750 63.88 32.76238
1414/15 0.57633 58 27.76357
1415/16 0.57633 54.56 26.11690
1416/17 0.50267 90.75 37.88787
1417/18 0.46400 56.63 21.82419
1418/19 0.44031 65.13 23.81831
1419/20 0.46561 56.63 21.89973
1420/21 0.46561
1421/22 0.46561 130.5 50.46644
1422/23 0.46561 80 30.93728
1423/24 0.41527 91.5 31.55916
1424/25 0.37938 106.38 33.52054
1425/26 0.36583
1426/27 0.34920 135.88 39.41023
1427/28 0.32691 164.5 44.66570
1428/29 0.25608 159.5 33.92466
1429/30 0.22763 147 27.79199
1430/31 0.22763 155.5 29.39901
1431/32 0.22763
1432/33 0.21231
1433/34 0.19699
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